2001 pt cruiser tie rod end

I found that this product and the other ones I ordered from partsgeek. I also find the website a
joy to use. The parts came in quit and the prices are great! The fit was right on, no problem at
all! The picture showen was what i got , which was right! I plan on ordering more part from then!
Thank you! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Alignment Shim Multi-Pack.
Ignition Lock Cylinder. Ignition Switch. Ignition Switch Actuator Pin. Power Steering Cooler.
Power Steering Cooler Bracket. Power Steering Cooling Line. Power Steering Filter. Power
Steering Hose. Power Steering Hose Fitting. Power Steering Oil Pressure Switch. Power
Steering Pressure Hose. Power Steering Pump. Power Steering Pump Pulley. Power Steering
Pump Seal Kit. Power Steering Reservoir. Power Steering Return Hose. Rack and Pinion Bellow.
Rack and Pinion Bellow Set. Steering Rack. Steering Rack Seal Kit. Tie Rod. Tie Rod End Kit
with Tool. Tie Rod End Set. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control.
Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection.
Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. DIY Solutions. Quick Steer. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge.
Features: Improved ride comfort and longer life Direct fit - easy install, pre-greased, no
maintenance required No modifications, all the parts needed in one kit. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Features: No modifications, all the parts needed in one kit Direct fit - easy
install, pre-greased, no maintenance required Improved ride comfort and longer life. Features:
Built with high-quality materials for an extended, reliable service life OE Style for easy
replacement and fitment. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day.
Moog Tie Rod End - Inner. Features: Designed for OE fit and function Wrench Flats for easier
service Made of forged alloy steel for durability Replacement helps restore vehicle handling.
Moog Tie Rod End - Outer. Features: Premium boot keeps out contaminants Designed for OE fit
and function Replacement helps restore vehicle handling Made of forged alloy steel for
durability. Features: Includes pre-applied thread lock for a sturdy and secure repair. Added
LaborSaver Feature: Save time and money with bundled hardware. Features: High-quality
forging material for strength and durability Engineered for easy installation Incorporate the
latest Chrysler approved designs, materials and hardware to help ensure top performance.
Features: Our OE safety technology is fitted to millions of vehicles worldwide and we apply our
OE expertise to our aftermarket steering portfolio. Delphi tests to the extreme for OE
performance at every turn: our parts withstand temperatures below degrees C and over degrees
C and are exposed to hours of salt spray. Delphi's extensive dimensional and material analysis
ensures the very best compatibility between the OE and aftermarket part. Delphi includes the
necessary accessories for a complete job Delphi machines the ball studs to micron tolerances
to guarantee durability and smooth joint operation Delphi tie rods are fatigue tested to avoid
failure Anti-corrosion protection. Features: OE expertise and quality Precision manufactured
housing and components Corrosion protection Permanently attached boot One-piece forged
housing for easier steering. Features: Long lasting dust covers made from the highest quality
rubber that eliminate dust and water from entering the ball joint Low friction plastic bearings
that enhance damping and reliability Manufactured using forged or cold formed steel Two-seat
design is standard, and eliminates the need for a spring Top of the ball pins are polished Salt
Spray Test hrs Dynamic Test and Elasticity Test Original Equipment quality hardware
installation accessories. April 28th, Posted by very good product and easy install. Moog EV
August 4th, Posted by Doug C. October 15th, Posted by Gonzo said, Great parts and price! July
22nd, Posted by carol b. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Chrysler PT Cruiser. Catalog: S. Catalog: P.
Catalog: A. Catalog: B. Catalog: N. Catalog: C. Catalog: H. Chrysler Pt Cruiser owners have
reported 8 problems related to steering tie rod assembly under the steering category. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported for the Pt Cruiser. I have Pt
Cruiser, I had the control bushings and tie rod replaced after I had them replace it took only one
year for them to go out again. I will never buy or suggest purchasing a Pt Cruiser. See all
problems of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. Fortunately at a parking lot intersection, the rf tie rod end
suffered a catastropic failure causing no injury, death or accident. The bolted end which fits into
the socket pulled out from the socket. There was no indication ahead of time the tie rod end was
near failure. I had previously replaced the lf tire rod end. In doing so, I was appauled at the poor
design of the part. Chrysler's objective to produce a low price just barely adequate part was
obvious. Typically, this part is made from a forging, Chrysler chose to produce the part from
stamped sheet metal. I replaced the part with a forged, after market part from moog. It is my
opinion this is an unsafe design. It was very fortunate this failure occured where it did
otherwise, my wife could have killed or severly injured. While pulling into parking space car
became difficult to move forward. Inspection of the car reviewed the front tires were pointing in
opposite directions. Visual inspection of the car showed the passenger side outer tire rod end
separated from the steering knuckle. Car was towed, tie rod end replaced. The contact owns a

Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The contact continued to hear a clunking noise and stated that the vehicle
would "get away from her" while driving various speeds on the highway. The dealer repaired the
tire, but an independent mechanic stated that control arm bushings and tie rod end repairs were
common. They also stated that a front end alignment would be needed following the repairs.
The failure mileage was 60, and current mileage was 65, The contact stated that the tire rod
disconnected from the left front tire and cannot steer the vehicle. She stated that the part is
non-serviceable. The mechanic stated that the tie rods are meant to fail and are normally
self-greasing, however the tire rods are not. She notified the manufacturer who stated that there
is no recall and the part is not under warranty. The manufacturer also stated that the part is
usually not due for inspection until 90, miles. She also notified the local dealer and asked to
speak with the regional sales manager. The representative has yet to respond. The current
mileage is 82, and failure mileage was 82, Did not experience steering problems. Fortunately,
the catastrophic failure occurred at low speed. Dt: the consumer stated the front end of the
vehicle did not respond to a quick turn in either direction. The consumer took the vehicle the to
dealership for an inspection and discovered that both front tie rod ends were worn and would
not pass inspection. In addition the control arm had lost a bushing which created a knocking
noise. The consumer has replaced tie rod ends as well as the control arm bushing. Dealer noted
this was a common problem with the Pt Cruiser and this was a design flaw. The consumer
contacted the manufacturer and they denied there was an issue with the Pt Cruiser and that all
cars have grease fittings called "zirks" since repairs no problems as of yet. This failure
occurred 32, miles. I have had to replace or repair the front and rear wheel bearings several
times: front-April of at miles, front-April at miles, front-may at miles, front wheel bearing-July at
miles, front wheel bearing-April at miles, rear wheel bearing-October at miles. I have replaced or
repaired the suspension parts: front bushing control arm, ball joint lower control arm-March at
miles, left inner tie rod had excessive play-January at miles, two outer tie rods replaced-January
at miles. Car Problems. Problem Category Number of Problems Steering problems Steering
problems. Power Steering Fluid problems. Steering Rack And Pinion problems. Hydraulic Power
Assist Steering System problems. Steering Column problems. Steering Tie Rod Assembly
problems. Power Steering Pump problems. Power Steering Failed problems. Steering Wheel
problems. Three problems related to steering tie rod assembly have been reported for the
Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chrysler Pt Cruiser based on all problems reported
for the Pt Cruiser. I have Pt Cruiser, I had the control bushings and tie rod replaced after I had
them replace it took only one year for them to go out again. I will never buy or suggest
purchasing a Pt Cruiser. The contact owns a Chrysler Pt Cruiser. The contact stated that the tire
rod disconnected from the left front tire and cannot steer the vehicle. She stated that the part is
non-serviceable. The mechanic stated that the tie rods are meant to fail and are normally
self-greasing, however the tire rods are not. She notified the manufacturer who stated that there
is no recall and the part is not under warranty. The manufacturer also stated that the part is
usually not due for inspection until 90, miles. She also notified the local dealer and asked to
speak with the regional sales manager. The representative has yet to respond. The current
mileage is 82, and failure mileage was 82, Dt: the consumer stated the front end of the vehicle
did not respond to a quick turn in either direction. The consumer took the vehicle the to
dealership for an inspection and discovered that both front tie rod ends were worn and would
not pass inspection. In addition the control arm had lost a bushing which created a knocking
noise. The consumer has replaced tie rod ends as well as the control arm bushing. Dealer noted
this was a common problem with the Pt Cruiser and this was a design flaw. The consumer
contacted the manufacturer and they denied there was an issue with the Pt Cruiser and that all
cars have grease fittings called "zirks" since repairs no problems as of yet. This failure
occurred 32, miles. Car Problems. Steering Tie Rod Assembly problem 1. Steering Tie Rod
Assembly problem 2. Steering Tie Rod Assembly problem 3. Other Steering related problems of
the Chrysler Pt Cruiser. Steering problems Steering problems. Power Steering Fluid problems.
Hydraulic Power Assist Steering System problems. Steering Rack And Pinion problems. Power
Steering Pump problems. Steering Wheel problems. Steering Column problems. Steering Noise
problems. Steering Linkages problems. Power Steering Failed problems. When your preferred
factors in a vehicle consist of getting great gas mileage and being a safe car, opting for the
Chrysler PT Cruiser might be a purchase that might be worth considering. Your car is an
investment because of its high performance and awesome style, so to keep it going in top form
you'll need the best in quality parts and accessories. By allowing your engine to consume fuel
better, performance parts increase horsepower while lowering excess fuel wastage. Damaged
Chrysler PT Cruiser Tie Rods make for a real hazard, as these may interfere with capability to
guide the automobile in a safe manner. Your vehicle's steering mechanism function is enabled

partially by the Tie Rod. If you don't have a dependable Tie Rod, steering one's vehicle is
impossible. The Tie Rod is a necessary part of the car's guidance system, and is a skinny steel
rod of great tensile strength. Your Tie Rod is a significant part of your automobile's steering
mechanism. They are available for the following Chrysler PT Cruiser years: , , , , , , , , , , 10, 09,
08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, Parts Geek has been a real value to an ex,auto, service advisor that has
found a quality tech to install web bought parts. I used this to replace the original hardware that
was on my vehicle. It fit perfectly and most of all it arrived in a timely manner so I could fix my
vehicle before things got worse. I saved a ton of money doing this repair myself. My Cruiser tie
rod end fell off in the middle of the road. Bad deal!! I found them on partsgeek. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30
days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer
service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always
has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Features: Premium boot keeps
out contaminants Designed for OE fit and function Replacement helps restore vehicle handling
Made of forged alloy steel for durability. Features: Designed for OE fit and function Wrench
Flats for easier service Made of forged alloy steel for durability Replacement helps restore
vehicle handling. Features: Built with high-quality materials for an extended, reliable service life
OE Style for easy replacement and fitment. Product SKU: Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: No
modifications, all the parts needed in one kit Direct fit - easy install, pre-greased, no
maintenance required Improved ride comfort and longer life. Read more reviews. These parts
were easy to remove and replace. The steering response is much quicker now. Catalog: B.
Vehicle Chrysler PT Cruiser. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: S. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog:
C. Catalog: Q. Catalog: N. Replacing the tie rods on the PT cruiser can save a lot of your time
and money, however it is still advised to get your vehicle aligned properly after you are done.
All you need are few tools and you will be able to replace tie rod ends on your PT cruiser all by
yourself. If you just came from a drive, give your car about 30 minutes rest for it to cool down.
Park it on a flat surface, preferably concrete. Put the transmission in parking and apply parking
brakes. Turn the key for just one clock to release the steering wheel from the locking
mechanism. Do not make the mistake of turning the ignition key two ticks as it will allow
electrical components to work. If still there are some electrical components working, disconnect
or turn them off manually. Place a brick behind one of the rear wheels so that the car doesn't
move. Use spanner to loosen the nuts attached to the front side of wheel for which you want to
replace the PT rod. It is recommended to work on front wheels first. Use a jack to lift the entire
front side of the vehicle such that the tires go inches free of the ground. Place two fail safe load
bearing stands on either stands of the vehicle for additional safety. Now take off the nuts and
remove both tires from the vehicle. You should be able to do this easily as the steering wheel in
unlocked. Identify the jam nut sleeve which is covering the jam nut on the tie rod end. Purpose
of the sleeve is to protect the jam nut from elements. Use a screw driver to move the sleeve
away the jam nut. Use an open end wrench to open the jam nut. Do not use excessive force if it
is not moving, use an anti rust spray such as WD to soften the jam nuts. Remove the tie rod end
from its place and install new one in its place. Your email address will not be published.
Instructions font-size: 13px! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded Items
Genuine OEM 35 Items Private Label 17 Items Unbranded 5 Items 5. Not Specified Items
ACDelco Items ACDelco Advantage 77 Items ACDelco Professional 59 Items Mevotech Items
Moog Items Part Type. Suspension Tie Rod 16 Items Tie Rod 23 Items Tie Rod End 1, Items 1,
Tie Rod End Assembly 16 Items Tie Rod End Kit 43 Items Placement on Vehicle. Front Items
Right Items Left Items Lower 5 Items 5. Rear 1 Items 1. Unspecified Length Items Lifetime Items
Included Hardware. Mounting Hardware 36 Items Connector Fitting 3 Items 3. Not Specified 1,
Items 1, Fitment Type. Direct Replacement Items New 1, Items 1, New other see details 10 Items
Remanufactured 1 Items 1. Used 1 Items 1. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format.
All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Gallery View
Customize. Find the right parts for your PT Cruiser. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find
the right parts faster. Almost gone. Free returns. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are
for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who

bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Auto parts are vital to every vehicle. It is essential for every automobile in the
world to carry high quality parts; not only to run, but to safely transport families and individuals
throughout their daily routines and adventures. We want our customers to forget about any
other issues once they install our parts; this is why our replacement parts are designed to
match and fit without any issues. Our quality control team makes sure only high strength
materials are used in our manufacturing process. At PartsW , we are proud to offer premium
brand quality auto parts at a fair price to our customers. Skip to main content. FREE delivery:
March 3 - 8. Fastest delivery: March 1 - 5. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase.
Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional
costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the
first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only
valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30
days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's
warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for
commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Brand: Parts
Warehouse. This fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? Customers who bought this item also bought. Anchor Engine Mount. Compare with
similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical
Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. They
fit and look to be good quality. Good kit, fit well, great price Good replacements. Fast delivery
perfect fit! Easy and clean fit. Perfect fit. Good quality. I ended up throwing these parts away
and buying from napa. These parts looked so cheap. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Scitoo Auto. Detroit Axle. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. For
Chrysler PT Cruiser Buffer the impact force transmitted from the uneven surface to the body,
and attenuate the vibration caused thereby, reduce the bumps of the wheels and extend the life
of the parts. Suspension is prevent the shaft from twisting when the horizontal heights of the
right and left wheels are different,prevent positioning displacement and protect parts during the
turning. Suspension kits act as a guide and force transmission element of the vehicle
suspension system, transmitting forces acting on the wheel to the vehicle and ensuring a
certain trajectory. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 4 - In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Scitoo Auto. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase.
Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional
costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the
first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only
valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30
days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's
warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for
commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. This fits your.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.

Next page. Customers also viewed these products. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Every detail is meticulously created to ensure excellent
product function. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product Description. When the
car is driving on uneven roads cause the car body is deformed Buffer the impact force
transmitted from the uneven surface to the body, and attenuate the vibration caused thereby,
reduce the bumps of the wheels and extend the life of the parts. The shaking of the back of the
car during a sharp turn makes worried Suspension is prevent the shaft from twisting when the
horizontal heights of the right and left wheels are different,prevent positioning displacement
and protect parts during the turning. The torque of the wheels is unbalanced while driving in the
rain Suspension kits act as a guide and force transmission element of the vehicle suspension
system, transmitting forces acting on the wheel to the vehicle and ensuring a certain trajectory.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Anchor Engine Mount. Moog K Watts Link. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. They look nice but it's been too cold for me to put them on. Nice
easy to deal with. Slightly different size tool required then the OEM part that was removed.
Threaded perfectly and has been a fantastic replacement after several hundred miles. See all
reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: Dodge Neon Suspension
Parts. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Details Sorry. You are not eligible for this coupon.
Detroit Axle. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In o
2003 gmc envoy owners manual
2000 suzuki savage ls 650
corolla ac compressor
r Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select
your vehicle year. Refine by:. Tie Rod End part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 14 of
14 results. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Oct 24, Looks great. Fit perfect easy install.
Robert roberson. Purchased on Oct 03, Jun 01, Also great product. Elfron Sno. Purchased on
Apr 19, Jun 11, Don't know yet. The instalation was easy but I have to if they last, I never heard
of this brand but it seemed to be a good quality, but I will know in about a year. Purchased on
Nov 06, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Tie rods transfer motion from the steering
gear to the steering knuckle in order for the front wheels to turn along the with. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

